Community of contributors
CREATION OF A ROBUST & RELEVANT ASSESSMENT

To reach our definition of sustainability knowledge, one that would inform what the assessment covers, we engaged with our community. Firstly, the Research & Development (R&D) Committee is a permanent body in the Sulitest governance, and it is responsible for deciding on product development, priorities, relevance, robustness and alignment with Sulitest’s mission. The committee also decides on the implementation of the R&D strategy, academic and scientific partners.

To develop TASK™, from January to October 2022, we assembled a TASK™ Force of academics and sustainability professionals, who contributed massively with their research and experience.
CREATION OF A ROBUST & RELEVANT ASSESSMENT

Moreover, in March 2022, we brought together a committee of diverse stakeholders, the “Fellows”, formed by members of student networks, academic networks, corporate networks, NGOs, public institutions and universities, so we could be in tune with their views. This enabled us make choices that positioned our tools and actions within the field of sustainability, and education for sustainability, leading us to our own model of sustainability knowledge. During the year, we continued to have one-to-one conversations with many of these contributors.
Please note some fellows may have changed position or affiliation. * indicates that the person joins the fellows community independently of their organisation affiliation.

ACADEMIC NETWORKS FELLOWS

Matthias BERNARD
President of SD commission at France Universités

John NORTH
CEO at GRLI

Maria PUCH
Head of the Network Program at SDSN

Alec WERSUN
Representative at EAUC

Gaëlle MOURIER BOUCHON
President at CIRSES

Julian DAUTREMONT
Director of Programs at AASHE

Hilligje VAN'T LAND
Secretary General at IAU

Méridith STOREY
Senior Manager, (i5) and Leadership Education, PRME

Méridith STOREY
Head of Program and Partnerships at SDG Academy

Debra ROWE
President at Higher Education Associations Sustainability Consortium (HEASC)

Patrick OBERTELLI
CTI (*)

Jérôme CABY
Délégué Général at FNÉGE

Gérald MAJOU
SD coordinator at CGE

Didier MULNET
President at FECOD

Patrick OBERTELLI
CTI (*)

Méridith STOREY
Head of Program and Partnerships at SDG Academy

Gérald MAJOU
SD coordinator at CGE

Didier MULNET
President at FECOD

Jérôme CABY
Délégué Général at FNÉGE
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ACCREDITATION & RANKING BODIES FELLOWS

Matt WOOD
Director of Operation at EFMD

Nick IGNERI
Global Chief Product Officer at AACSB

Duncan ROSS
Chief Data Officer at THE

Leigh KAMOLINS
Head of Evaluation at QS

Andrew JACK
Global Education Editor at FT (*)

Johanna WAGNER
Labeleduc

Laureen VAN BREEN
Managing Director at Wikirate

Olivier GRAFFIN
AFNOR

INSTITUTIONS FELLOWS

Samuel CAZENAVE
Advisor for the Minister of National Education (FR)

Monique DUPUIS
ESD Coordinator at Ministry of National Education (FR)

Florence PROVENDIER
Member of Parliament at Assemblée Nationale (FR)

Jennifer DE TEMMERNAM
Member of Parliament at Assemblée Nationale (FR)

Martin BORTZMEYER
French Ministry of ecological transition (CGDD)

Florence LIBRIZI
HESI

Carina MUTCHELE
Youth & Education Officer at UNEP

Alison KENNEDY
Senior Project Officer at UNESCO
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CORPORATE NETWORKS FELLOWS

Emery JACQUILLAT
President at Communauté des Entreprises à Mission

Kelly TINCHON
Representative for Communauté des Entreprises à Mission

Nils PEDERSEN
Delegate General for France at Global Compact

Pierre-Samuel GUEDJ
President at Affectio Mutandi

Fabrice BONNIFET
President at C3D

Erwan LAMOUR
President (Marseille) at CJD

Emmanuelle GERMANI
President (Provence) at ANDRH

Anthony R.
Human Rights/ Ethics/SDGs Manager at Global Compact FR

Denis GUIBARD
Representative for C3D

Kelly TINCHON
Representative for Communauté des Entreprises à Mission

STUDENT NETWORKS FELLOWS

Amélie DELOCHE
Founder at Réveil Ecologique

Darija MILETIC
President at OIKOS

Meg BAKER
Director of Education at SOS-UK
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ENGAGING THE COMMUNITY IN A BETA TRIAL

In October 2022, with the massive support of student associations and relevant bodies, TASK™ was piloted by a total of 1,400 participants worldwide. This was a great opportunity for the Sulitest team to connect first-hand with our community, and understand their hopes and expectations!
PILOT SUPPORTERS

Amélie DELOCHE  
Founder at Réveil Ecologique

Marie CAVANIOL  
Program Director at RESES

Darija MILETIC  
President at OIKOS

Meg BAKER  
Director of Education at SOS-UK

Quinn RUNKLE  
Director of Education at SOS-UK

Elouise MAYALL  
Community & COP Working Groups at UK Youth Climate Coalition

Amy BRETERON  
COO at ENACTUS-UK

Lucy S.  
Co-founder of Climate Students Movement

Isha LE XUE SINGH  
Climate Students Movement

Elen DIXON  
Project Lead Global SDG Students Program at SDSN Youth
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